This paper presents a linear and nonlinear stochastic distribution for the interactions in multi-agent systems (MAS). The interactions are considered for the agents to reach a consensus using hetero-homogeneous transition stochastic matrices. The states of the agents are presented as variables sharing information in the MAS dynamically. The paper studies the interaction among agents for the attainment of consensus by limit behavior from their initial states' trajectories. The paper provides a linear distribution of DeGroot model compared with a nonlinear distribution of change stochastic quadratic operators (CSQOs), doubly stochastic quadratic operators (DSQOs) and extreme doubly stochastic quadratic operators (EDSQOs) for a consensus problem in MAS. The comparison study is considered for stochastic matrix (SM) and doubly stochastic matrix (DSM) cases of the hetero-homogeneous transition stochastic matrices. In the case of SM, the work's results show that the DeGroot linear model converges to the same unknown limit while CSQOs, DSQOs and EDSQOs converge to the center. However, the results show that the linear of DeGroot and nonlinear distributions of CSQOs, DSQOs and EDSQOs converge to the center with DSM. Additionally, the case of DSM is observed to converge faster compared to that of SM in the case of nonlinear distribution of CSQOs, DSQOs and EDSQOs. In general, the novelty of this study is in showing that the nonlinear stochastic distribution reaches a consensus faster than all cases. In fact, the EDSQO is a very simple system compared to other nonlinear distributions.
Introduction
In recent years, problems of the group autonomous agents in distributed system have drawn a great attention from the research field. In many literatures, the point of focus has been defined for the consensus problem as convergence to a common value [1] . The most difficulties and prominent challenges for MAS are related to: operation, negotiation, and reaching of agreements [2] . In turn, the main problem of focus in distributed systems is a consensus problem [3] .
The consensus problem depicts how such autonomous agents (MAS) converge to a consensus through their local interactions. Moreover, the expression of agreement means that all the cases of the autonomous agents are equal [4] . The current work's interest in distributed systems is Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (https://doi.org/10.1007/s00521-018-3615-x) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. motivated by coordinate and control of multi agents in the large-scale networks with access of information to reach an agreement. This is attained via a decision (value) or consensus convergence to a common point of interest among the agents [5] .
In general, all these problems have a group of agents communicating with one another to exchange information [6] . In most of the current research on the problems of consensus, the agreement between the agents is obtained through cooperation between agents [7] . One of the most challenging problems in the multi-agent system area is how these agents reach an agreement to achieve one task. The complexity is usually the result of the topology and the nature of the interconnections that are often stochastic [8] . According to context, the states could be designated as opinions, values, estimates, beliefs, positions, velocities, among others [6] .
The application of consensus appears in many areas of research. In biology, the dynamic of consensus is studied for instance in the behavioral context of flocking of fish and bird schools [9] . Consensus models can be used to analyze, predict, and elucidate the behavior of flocking [10] . In robotics and control systems, consensus problems come to light in coordination and cooperation of agents in robots and sensors, where this is an important matter in the application of network environment [11, 12] . In economics, the consensus is used to agree on a common confidence in the pricing process [13] . In management science, the consensus problem has been studied for community of management [14] . In sociology, it is employed for a common language in primal societies and for the dynamics of opinion formation in social networks [15] . In computer science, it has also been widely covered as a subject of interest [16] .
Literature review
The consensus problem has a long history in the work of DeGroot [17] and the necessary and sufficient conditions of the DeGroot's model were addressed by Berger in [18] . A distributed computing over networks has also been presented in the research of [19] . The problems of asynchronous setup in parallel computing were studied by Tsitsiklis, Bertsekas [20] and [21] . The collocation problems of consensus problem were as well studied by Jadbabaie [22] . Another consideration was on theoretical framework for solving the problem of consensus which was introduced by Olfati-Saber and Murray [23] and [24] . A survey of consensus relevant problem extensions was made by Ren [25] . Moreover, Ozdaglar and Nedic [26] and Olshevsky [27] in MIT have extensively searched and explored the solution domain related to the consensus problem. For recently, the researches on reaching agreement by agents within distributed systems have accepted theories of nonlinear stochastic operators [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Some of other researches have also focused the aspect of dynamic system identification from neural network point of view as in [33] [34] [35] [36] .
Although linear or nonlinear consensus models can be used for the agents to converge to the same values, still there are many underlying model aspects for reaching an agreement. The most important aspects of the consensus problem are fast convergence and low complexity. Several approaches have been proved for solving problems of the consensus in multi-agent systems. From this view point, this work will apply the model of DSQOs to solve the consensus problem in distributed systems. The work will show that the convergence of DSQOs is more efficient than that of the DeGroot model.
The first study of the nonlinear model of QSOs refers to the work in [37] . Over the last 7 decades, this theory has been developed through various class models and applied in many application areas including physics, biology and engineering. The theory of QSOs was investigated in [38] [39] [40] [41] . The work in [39] on the other hand, established the main result of QSOs on two-dimensional simplex. Recently, a complete study of QSOs on one-dimensional simplex was carried out by [40] . Continuously, [41] and [42] have in turn studied the dynamics of QSOs on infinitedimensional simplex. There are many subclasses have investigated from QSOs [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . Unfortunately, this area has limited applications where all previous studies refer to genetics population.
The class of DSQOs can be traced back to Ganikhodzhaev in 1993 [50] . It was called bistochastic quadratic operator, where the related theorem coupled with the necessary and sufficient conditions were proved for bistochastic quadratic operators. These theorems were also obtained independently in [51, 52] . The concept of DSQOs is related to the majorization notation [53] . The DSQOs have been applied for the problem in population genetics [50] . They are a sub-class of the QSOs, where the distinction between them is that the DSQOs are defined by the matrices under the majorization concept. The matrices by the notations of majorization are called the welfare operator. The welfare operator was applied for a related problem in economic [53] . The distinction between QSOs and DSQOs is that the DSQOs refers to the theory of the QSOs along with the concept of majorization theory, which is written as Vx 0 x.
Ganikhodzhaev [50] has investigated a sub-class of DSQOs which were referred to as the extreme DSQOs and abbreviated as EDSQOs. The EDSQO is a sub nonlinear mathematical model that belongs to a theory of the DSQOs and the QSOs. EDSQO is a sub-class of the DSQO, and DSQO is a sub-class of QSO. The EDSQO is a new class which is based on majorization concept with additional conditions to the concept of DSQOs [47] . The concept of EDSQOs is referred to stochastic analysis, matrix theory and graph theory. It is a fact that the set of DSQOs form a polyhedron, meaning that one may consider each DSQO as a point in some dimensional space. All these points will give a polyhedron geometrically that consists of vertices which are indeed the EXTREME DSQOs. That is a geometric meaning of EXTREME due to the fact that they are vertices and as the main reason for their name tag of extreme [47] . The concept of EDSQOs is also presented in the work of Shahidi [51, 52] . Additionally, the necessary and sufficient conditions for EDSQOs were then introduced by Ganikhodzhaev and Shahidi [54] where they left many open problems in the EDSQOs with the limit behavior of the trajectories as one of the central problems [49] . The main problem in the nonlinear operator theory is to study the behavior of nonlinear operators [55] . However, the convergence of the trajectory of the EDSQOs was proved initially in [48] . Both the EDSQOs and the DSQOs must satisfy Vx 0 x.
The term of majorization is remarked in the fuzzy notion for the relation between two vector components stating that the components of x are considered ''less diffusion'' or ''closer equal'' than the vector components of y. For that, the appropriate and accurate statement is simply addressed as ''x is majorized by y'' written as x 0 y. The history of majorization can be referred back to the work of [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] . Such works introduced the type of theory considered as very important from the economic standpoint, leading to shortcomings in the distribution of income. There are many important contributions which have been established by other researches as well. In particular, Ando [61] has provided a survey on generalizations from various point of views with majorization and doubly stochastic matrix. Olkin and Marshall [53] have presented a wide discussion of the majorization theory and its applications. On the other hand, Ganikhodzhaev and Shahidi [50] [51] [52] 54] have included the theory of majorization for QSOs to produce easier nonlinear operators of QSOs called DSQOs.
Furthermore, one of the best method for solving the optimization problem is the greedy method. The greedy method has provided an algorithm to rate the optimal solution [62] . Unfortunately, the greedy method was not generalized for all the optimization problems. The motivation of using the concept of majorization in the optimization solution was initiated by the work of Parker [63] . It was shown that the majorization theory is related to the greedy method. Conceptually in the greedy method, solution to a given problem is solved by repeating the selection process of the best possible exchanges. In the majorization concept, the optimization problem is solved with respect to the ''0'' concept, where the process starts with the preordering through component exchanges between the respective vectors [63] . All the formulations above have deployed linear operators in their method of approaches. In the case of the DSQOs and the EDSQOs, the methods of approaches have considered the majorization concept as a nonlinear operator [49] .
The comparison between the four consensus methods of; DeGroot linear distribution, CSQOs, DSQOs and EDSQOs nonlinear distributions, has not yet been clarified. So, it is not yet clear which one is superior when it comes to actual systems. Therefore, this work presents a comparison study on the methods under context based on two types of transition matrices. Specifically, the stochastic and doubly stochastic transition matrices ( Table 1 ).
Methodology
This section presents an overview of some linear and nonlinear protocols of multi-agent systems. The section shows some preliminary notions and notations of the DeGroot linear distribution and nonlinear distributions of CSQOs, DSQOs and EDSQOs. Provided as well are some definitions of stochastic matrices.
Transition matrices
Let p ij represent the weight that each agent x i connect to x j when it needs to update its status where p ij > 0. Meanwhile, P refers to an m Â m square matrix where i and j are the elements of the matrix p ij :
In this case, the consensus process in the context of matrix is dependent upon the corresponding matrix entry elements. Therefore, this work will study the consensus problem for linear and nonlinear stochastic distributions in two different cases of transition matrices namely; (1) stochastic matrix (SM) (2) doubly stochastic matrix (DSM).
Stochastic matrix (SM)
Definition 3.1 Let p ij be a square matrix with dimension m Â m, then the matrix is said to be SM if and only if all of its entry elements are non-negative (p ij > 0), with either the sum of each row equal to one ( P n i¼1 p ij ¼ 1) or the sum of each column equal to one ( P n i¼1 p ij ¼ 1). A framework for decision-making in computation has been established in this work to minimize a common cost function for processors 4 Jadbabaie et al. [22] Coordination of groups of mobile autonomous agents using nearest neighbor rules A theoretical explanation of models in this work has been derived for the study the agents' behavior and the convergence results have been observed 5
Olfati-Saber et al. [24] Consensus and cooperation in networked multi-agent systems This paper gives a hypothetical system for investigation of agreement algorithms for multi-agent organized frameworks with an accentuation on the part of coordinated data stream, strength to changes in arranged topology due to link/node disappointments, time-delays, and execution ensures 6 Ren et al. [25] A survey of consensus problems in multi-agent coordination An overview of agreement issues in multi-agent agreeable control has been provided in this work with the objective to investigate an advancing outcomes and the applications of agreement conventions to multi-agent coordination are examined 7 Nedić and Ozdaglar [26] On the rate of convergence of distributed subgradient methods for multi-agent optimization They broadly considered an agreement algorithm, in which at every time step, each operator shapes a weighted normal of its own value with values received from the neighboring agents 8 Olshevsky and Tsitsiklis [65] Convergence speed in distributed consensus and control The authors pondered the consensus speed of distributed iterative algorithms for the agreement and averaging issues 9 Abdulghafor and Turaev [66] Consensus of fractional nonlinear dynamics stochastic operators for multi-agent systems
The nonlinear models with fractional degree of stochastic operators have been investigated for consensus problem in multi-agent systems 10 Li et al. [1] Adaptive consensus of multi-agent systems under quantized measurements via the edge Laplacian
In this work, the consensus has been achieved for a first-order nonlinear multi-agent system with unknown non-identical parameters when quantized measurements are available 11 Wooldridge [2] An introduction to multiagent systems The introduction and explanation of multi agent systems has been presented in this book including the main problems and applications 12 Wen et al. [3] Coordination tracking of multi-agent dynamical systems with general linear node dynamics
The tracked problems in the distributed coordination have been studied in this work for multi-agent systems with general linear node dynamics under a directed fixing interaction topology 13 Dong and Qiu [7] Complex Laplacians and applications in multi-agent systems
The study presented some necessary and sufficient conditions to ensure the consensus has been established with some characterizations of complex Laplacians Resilient flocking for mobile robot teams A control method for mobile robot teams has been presented in this work under the presence of noncooperative robots and showed the guaranteed flexibility beside faults and attacks on individual nodes in static networks 16 Wang et al. [11] A new finite-time average consensus protocol with boundedness of convergence time for multi-robot systems A new protocol is proposed in this study to solve the finitetime average consensus problem where the protocol can improve the rate of convergence 17 Yang et al. [13] Distributed consensus based supply-demand balance algorithm for economic dispatch problem in a smart grid with switching graph An economic based distributed consensus algorithm has been studied in this work which aims at minimizing the total generation rate the entry elements are non-negative p ij > 0 À Á ; the sum of each row equals one P n i¼1 p ij ¼ 1; and also the sum of each column equals one P n j¼1 p ij ¼ 1.
Cubic Stochastic matrix (CSM)
Definition 3.3 Suppose a matrix consists of k square matrices of p ij;k each with dimension of m Â m, the matrix is then said to be cubic stochastic matrix (CSM) if and only if all the entry elements are non-negative p ij > 0; the sum of each row and column in each of the k matrices is equal to 1 and the sum of all k matrices is a matrix that has all elements equal to one, P m k¼1 P ij;k ¼ 1.
Linear Stochastic distributing
The section proceeds by introducing the linear stochastic distributions:
DeGroot's linear distribution
In the DeGroot linear distribution [17] , consider the group of x i agents (
It has one transition matrix P ij (P ij > 0) to update statuses of all agents where i contacts j for updating. Therefore, the study of limit behavior of the trajectories of each initial x 0 i states is carried out using DeGroot linear distribution by
The general operator of DeGroot linear distribution for consensus problem in MAS is as follows:
where p ij is the transition matrix, x t i represents the states of agents (column vectors) and t the number iterations to reach consensus.
DeGroot's stochastic distribution cases involve the consensus being achieved if and only if all states of agents x tþ1 ð Þ i converge to the same limit as t ! 1.
Nonlinear stochastic distributing
The section gates by introducing the nonlinear stochastic distributions.
CQSOs nonlinear distribution
The quadratic stochastic operator (QSO) is an implementation of the simplex [41, 42] .
denote the states of agents and m is the number of agents. In this case, the sum of the states of all agents must be equal to one The approximate consensus problem of nonlinear stochastic networks for multi agent systems has been investigated with switching topology, noisy, and delayed information about the states of agents. 19 Bernstein [37] Solution of a mathematical problem connected with the theory of heredity
The first study of the nonlinear model of QSOs is referred to in this work 20 Lyubich et al. [67] Mathematical structures in population genetics A complete study of QSOs on one-dimensional simplex was carried out by this work 21 Ganikhodzhaev [50]
On the definition of bistochastic quadratic operators The class of DSQOs has been developed in this work 22 The difference of DeGroot's linear and nonlinear distributions of CSQOs, DSQOs and EDSQOs is that, all agents in linear distribution have one transition matrix while in the nonlinear case every agent has a different transition matrix. In general, it has included for each transition matrix a row vector to satisfy the multiplication that translates to P ij;k ¼ x i p ij;k . Therefore, the evaluation for the nonlinear operator of QSOs will be as follows:
where the x t i is a row vector of the statuses for the agents and the x t j a column vector of the agents' statuses, while the p ij;k is the transition matrix where k means that each agent has separate transition matrix. More formally, V :
x t i p ij;1 x t j ;
X m i;j¼1
x t i p ij;2 x t j ; . . .; where p ij;k is the heredity coefficients [42, 54] and satisfy the following conditions
where p ij;k is a transition matrix (coefficients), while x i and x j are column and row vectors of agents, respectively. The transmission matrix for CSQOs is considered as a cubic triple stochastic matrix
where p ij;k are non-negative elements of P.
DQSOs nonlinear distribution
In the DSQOs, the element x 2 S mÀ1 is the rearrangement to non-increasing order
If there are two elements x; y 2 S mÀ1 and if
Then it can be said that x is majorized by y and written as x 0 y: From [53] , it is defined that x 0 y of there is a doubly stochastic matrix P such that x ¼ Py:
Hence, if P is a doubly stochastic matrix, then Px 0 x for any element x 2 S mÀ1 : Definition 3.6 In [42] , it is considered as a general definition that if the operator of QSOs V : S mÀ1 ! S mÀ1 satisfies the condition
then the operator is called doubly stochastic quadratic operator (DSQOs).
That is because the operator V x ð Þ has a doubly stochastic matrix P and this coincides with the definition of majorization by [53] .
In fact, the works in [42, 50] , and [54] have proved that the operator V : S mÀ1 ! S mÀ1 is DSQO if the coefficient P ij;k in QSOs satisfies the condition V x ð Þ 0 x and this is if
where a is a sub-block that contains elements of 1; . . .; m f g . These conditions are referred to as a set of U 1 [54] .
In purely terms, the set of U is the difference between QSOs and DSQOs. Generally, the same equation of (3.5) are used for nonlinear distribution of the DSQOs where the transition matrices p ij;k in the DSQOs are changed to be under the condition of the set of U.
EDQSOs nonlinear distribution
This section gives some definitions from majorization theory including the definition of doubly stochastic operator, which is needed in our studies.
The EDSQO has also an implementation of the simplex of Eq. Let U be a set of the DSQOs and the shape of this set forms as a polyhedron in a dimensional space [47] . The vertices of the polyhedron are defined as extreme points of DSQOs (EDSQOs) [47] . In addition, there are two extra conditions to the set of U. Therefore, the extra conditions are combined with the set U for the EDSQOs to form what is called a set of ExtrU.
The V : S mÀ1 ! S mÀ1 belongs to ExtrU [42, 54] if the following are true
Generally, the Eq. (3.5) is used to define the evolution operator of the EDSQOs. The ExtrU set with U set make the updated process for each agent having m interactions (products) between i and j with coefficients equal to 1 as seen from the example in the next section. 28, 44, 48] .
The limit behavior of trajectory
The novelty of the methodology is that the nonlinear distribution models of CSQOs, DSQOs and EDSQOs have generalized the linear distribution model of DeGroot model. In essence, it has transferred the linear distribution model to nonlinear distribution model, which resulted into a performance improved nonlinear control model for the consensus problem in MAS. In addition, most of researches have claimed and proven that the nonlinear consensus has superior results compared to the linear model [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] . However, most of these nonlinear models are built based on complex approaches and theories such as Lyapunov functional theory, second-order, fractional second-order and calculus [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] . Therefore, this work intends to show the comparison of the derived nonlinear consensus model with the linear one where the former has same simple approach as the Markov chain model. Proof The proof follows the work in [17] , which is based on the linearity in the involved process of the DeGroot linear model as in Eq. (3.1)
Result and discussion
Then the steps of iterations to reach a consensus are slower than in the quadratic process as shown in the following theorem (Theorem 4.2). h Theorem 4.2 Assume that there are n agents of a framework having the same errand to realize at the same time.
The MAS has to make choices so as to reach an agreement for accomplishing this assignment. By CSQOs, DSQOs and EDSQOs convention, the MAS would meet a typical agreement after a few overhauling statuses if it were in the event that each agent has positive interaction with all other agents within the group.
Proof Let a group of agents Then each participant in the group updates its status information as depicted in Eq. (3.6) which in turn gives
ð4:1Þ
The general operator for evaluation on all team members is then
ð4:2Þ
Which means that each member of the team has the probability of interactions given by
ð4:3Þ
It can then note that 
Referring to Eq. 3.5, it follows that
ð4:6Þ
On the other hand, 
Simulation
The work conducted a study of limit behavior for the linear DeGroot and the nonlinear counterpart models (CSQOs, DSQOs, and EDSQOs). The consideration was done for three agents x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ð Þwith initial states x 0 1 ; x 0 2 ; x 0 3 À Á , respectively. The simulation experiments were done for a consensus problem in MAS under the cases of SM and DSM transition matrices.
For example for the linear and nonlinear Stochastic distributing
The initial sates x 0 1 ; x 0 2 ; x 0 3 À Á were picked based on random distribution with the condition that their sum is equal to 1 for all cases of linear and nonlinear distribution.
For example: Result: The limit behavior of the trajectories of the three agents converges to the same limit (not to the center) in the DeGroot linear distribution when the transition matrix is SM (see Fig. 1 ). It has converged to the same limit based on the sum of the columns of the SM. It takes 16 iterations and spends time of 0.00004639 ms to reach to consensus. Fig. 1 The convergence of DeGroot linear distribution with SM Result: The limit behavior of the trajectories of the three agents converges to the center 1 m À Á in the DeGroot linear distribution when the transition matrix is DSM (see Fig. 2 ). It has converged to the center because the transition matrix has the sum of each row equals the sum of each column which is equal to 1. Unfortunately, it takes too much number of iterations to converge. It takes 50 iterations and spends time of about 0.000019172 ms to reach a consensus.
Protocol CSQOs
In this section, transition matrices that are stochastic and doubly stochastic are considered. The limit behavior of the trajectories of the three agents converges to the center 1 m À Á in the CSQO nonlinear distribution when the transition matrix is SM (see Fig. 3 ). It converges to the center because the sum of all three matrices p ij;1 ; p ij;2 and p ij;3 is a doubly stochastic matrix where all elements equal to 1, P 3 k¼1 a ij;k ¼ 1: It takes 14 iterations with an average time of 0.00003859 ms to reach consensus. This shows that CSQO nonlinear distribution with The limit behavior of the trajectories of the three agents converges to the center 1 m À Á in the CSQOs nonlinear distribution when the transition matrix is DSM (see Fig. 4 ). It converges to the center because the sum of all three matrices p ij;1 ; p ij;2 and p ij;3 is a doubly stochastic matrix where all elements equal to 1, P 3 k¼1 a ij;k ¼ 1: It takes only 4 iterations with an average time of 0.000035305 ms to reach consensus. It converges very fast because it has triple stochastic matrices where all the distribution matrices are doubly stochastic with a sum that is a matrix containing all elements equal to one.
Protocol DSQOs
In the DSQOs there is no SM, because of the condition of symmetry. Therefore, the DSQOs has CSM (where all matrices p ij;1 ; p ij;2 ; . . . ; p ij;k À Á are not SM and not DSM but the sum of them gives a matrix that has all elements equal to one) and DCSM (where all matrices p ij;1 ; p ij;2 ; . . . ; p ij;k À Á are DSM and the sum of them is a matrix with all elements equal to one) as in A and B, respectively, given as follows:
(a) Using cubic stochastic matrix: in the DSQOs nonlinear distribution when the transition matrix is CSM (see Fig. 5 ). It has converged to the center because the sum of all three matrices p ij;1 ; p ij;2 and p ij;3 is a matrix that is doubly stochastic where all elements are equal to 1, P 3 k¼1 a ij;k ¼ 1: It takes 12 iterations and spends a time of 0.000048853 ms to reach a consensus. This means that the DQSOs nonlinear distribution with CSM converges faster than the DeGroot linear model with DSM (which converges to the center). Result The limit behavior of the trajectories of the three agents converges to the center 1 m À Á in the DSQOs nonlinear distribution when the transition matrix is DSM (see Fig. 6 ). It has converged to the center because the sum of all three matrices p ij;1 ; p ij;2 and p ij;3 is a matrix that has doubly stochastic where all elements equal to 1, P 3 k¼1 a ij;k ¼ 1: It takes only 3 iterations and spends a time of 0.000032432 ms to reach a consensus which converges very fast. This is because it has triple stochastic matrices where all the distribution matrices are doubly stochastic and the sum of them is a matrix with all elements equal to one and using the majorization theory.
Protocol EDSQOs
In the EDSQOs protocol, the approach has only CSM (where all matrices p ij;1 ; p ij;2 ; . . . ; p ij;k À Á are not SM and not DSM, but their sum forms a matrix that has all elements equal to one): The general result of the EDSQOs is the same as the result of DSQOs, because EDSQOs is the extreme points of DSQO and has the same conditions. It takes 12 iterations and spends time of about 0.000043516 (see Fig. 7 ) and 0.000042284 (see Fig. 8 ) msec to reach a consensus. It means that the DSQO as a nonlinear distribution with CSM converges faster than the DeGroot linear model with DSM (which converges to the center).
The comparison of the linear and nonlinear stochastic distributions/between the linear and nonlinear stochastic distributions
The next part presents some other results for all cases of DeGroot linear distribution and CSQOs, DSQOs and EDSQOs nonlinear distributions with SM and DSM. In each of the following figures ( Figs. 9, 10, 11 ), the first rows show the convergence of the DeGroot linear distribution while the second rows depict that of CSQOs nonlinear distribution. On the other hand, the third and fourth rows entail the convergence of the DSQOs and EDSQOs nonlinear distributions. The convergence for each row is shown for the SM and DSM cases, respectively). It can be noted that, each figure consists of different random choices for both initial states x 0 1 ; x 0 2 ; x 0 3 À Á and transition matrices. The random initial states and random transition matrices have been generated using MATLAB code. From this point onwards, the results for the number of iterations and the time spent for reaching a consensus depend on the initial states and transition matrices.
The following table (Table 2) shows the comparison between the number of iterations taken by the linear distribution of DeGroot model and nonlinear distributions of CSQOs, DSQOs and EDSQOs models. For the case of the transmission matrices, the number of iterations for the DSQOs is the lowest with an average of 11.662 and 3.69 iterations for the SM and DSM, respectively, while the highest average of 15.889 and 51.938 iterations were recorded from the DeGroot method for the respective matrices. The simulations were run for a total number of 1000 iterations (see the Table 5 .1 in the ''Appendix''). From this presentation, it can be seen that the nonlinear distribution has less iterations to reach a consensus, especially with the DSM matrix.
On the other hand, Table 3 shows the comparison of execution times between the linear distribution of DeGroot and its nonlinear counterpart distributions (CSQOs, DSQOs and EDSQOs) under the SM and DSM transition matrices. As it can be seen from the table, the EDSQOs has Fig. 8 The convergence of EDSQOs nonlinear distribution with CSM the lowest computational time for convergence with averages of 1.75E-05 and 1.99E-05 under the SM and DSM, respectively. This is followed by the DSQOs distribution with average computational times of 2.56-05 and 1.99E-05 s for the SM and DSM, respectively. The CSQOs distribution in this case has the third lowest computational times with averages of 2.74E-05 and 1.99E-05 s, respectively. The DeGroot model on the hand, has the highest computational times averaging at 4.91E-05 and 6.7E-05 s for the respective transition matrices. Similarly in this case, the simulation testing time was run for a total of 1000 iterations (see Table 5 .2 in the ''Appendix''). From the results of these simulations, it is obvious that the nonlinear distributions take less time to reach a consensus, especially with the EDSQOs model.
Conjecture 1
The MAS in DeGroot linear distribution converges to the same limit if and only if, the interaction (transition matrix) among agents is stochastic (only when the sum of each row is equal to 1) where p ij > 0 and P m i¼1 p ij ¼ 1, while it converges to the center if and only if the interaction (transition matrix) among agents is doubly stochastic where p ij > 0 and P m i¼1 p ij ¼ P m j¼1 p ij ¼ 1: 
Conclusion and future work
This paper has presented a comparison between linear distribution of DeGroot and nonlinear distributions of CSQO, DSQO and EDSQO for the interactions between agents in multi-agent systems (MAS). The focus of interactions was on consensus reached by agents using SM and DSM transition matrices. According to the presented results, it is obtained that the convergence to the center by nonlinear distribution of the CSQO, DSQO and the EDSQO is faster than the linear distribution of the DeGroot model. In the linear distribution of DeGroot model, the consensus reaches the same unknown limit based on the sum of the variables of matrix in the case of SM interactions as well as reaching the average for the case of DSM interactions. Using both DSM and SM in nonlinear distributions of CSQO, DSQO and EDSQO investigations, the results demonstrate a very fast convergence to the center. From the results standpoint, it can be confirmed that the EDSQO has more efficiency for the consensus in MAS. This is attributed to EDSQO belonging to the nonlinear group and with the same simple complexity as with the linear system. The MATLAB software environment was deployed for simulation process of the obtained results. For further work, the existing study in this paper on consensus problems has focused mostly on the work from a theoretical point of view, it is vitally important to collate and re- 
